
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Blazing Mountain Retreat Center Renter Participant Liability Waiver  
 
THIS IS A RELEASE OF LIABILITY AND WAIVER OF LEGAL RIGHTS  
 
I expressly assume all risks associated with my participation in the rental program for which I am 
registering at Blazing Mountain Retreat Center, including, but not limited to fatigue, dizziness, 
respiratory distress, dehydration and exacerbation of any limitation or condition I may already have. 
Despite those risks, I voluntarily choose to participate in the program.  
 
In consideration for my participation in the program, I agree to release and hold harmless Blazing 
Mountain Retreat Center and the Dharma Ocean Foundation, its agents, volunteers, staff, coordinators 
and anyone else directly or indirectly connected with the program (collectively the "Released Parties") 
from any and all claims I might state as a result of physical or emotional injury, including death, 
sustained in connection with the program, including those claims based on negligence or breach of 
warranty.  
 
In the case of injury, I authorize the Renter and/or staff of the Blazing Mountain Retreat Center/Dharma 
Ocean Foundation to render first aid and/or obtain whatever medical treatment is deemed necessary 
for my welfare. I understand and agree that I will be financially responsible for all charges and fees 
incurred in the rendering of that treatment, regardless of the extent of my personal medical insurance.  
 
This Agreement is binding on me, my estate, heirs, administrators and assigns and limits any and all 
claims that I or they might assert against the Released Parties. The Agreement shall be governed by the 
laws of Colorado. I certify that I have read and fully understood this document. I agree to all the terms 
of this Agreement, including the liability waiver.  
 
By checking the box on the registration screen, you acknowledge you understand and agree to be 
legally bound by the terms and conditions contained herein. Checking the box creates an electronic 
signature that has the same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature. Print the terms or retain 
on your computer. 
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